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What Is the Innovation?

Surgical skills impact patient outcomes. Our profession needs methods that accurately and objectively evaluate surgical skills. These methods must provide timely and meaningful feedback, minimize review time, and scale for widespread use. This evaluation hurdle may be overcome by leveraging crowdsourcing to help triage outliers and focus improvement efforts. Crowdsourcing is the process of using large groups of decentralized, independent people providing aggregated feedback. Crowdsourcing to assess surgical skill is a method by which surgical technique can be assessed by crowds of reviewers, some of whom are nonmedically trained. Crowdsourcing has enjoyed broad success in health care—discovering protein-folding patterns, assisting disabled patients, locating automatic defibrillators within cities, and annotating electronic medical records.

What Are the Key Advantages Over Existing Approaches?

Surgeons in the United States annually perform more than 51 million operations, and no existing assessment method can scale to such magnitude. Some groups have performed assessments of their colleagues as part of quality-improvement collaboratives. These initiatives add time burden to normal practice and may not be scalable outside of small voluntary groups or research endeavors.

The current state of objective surgical assessment involves either observing surgical performance in real-time by experts/coaches or by capturing video and executing postperformance appraisal using structured assessment tools. Although these tools are considered the gold standard, they are seldom used because they require extensive time commitments from the reviewers to achieve interrater reliability and time to watch the performances. These also introduce appraisal bias because reviewers may be from within the same institution or within the same practicing community.

Crowdsourcing can leverage the readily available pool of millions of anonymous online crowdworkers to mitigate reviewer bias. Feedback with crowdsourcing is also timely as the responses are registered within minutes of posting surveys and completed within hours.

How Will This Impact Clinical Care?

As governments and health care organizations demand more accountability, we will need objective performance metrics that directly correlate with patient outcomes. Until now, we have lacked scalable proficiency assessment solutions that can provide surgeons with meaningful feedback, which may improve future practice. The trend is emerging for evaluation of practicing clinicians’ skills and linking these data to patient outcomes.

Is There Evidence Supporting the Benefits of the Innovation?

An increasing body of evidence suggests that crowdsourced evaluations strongly agree with surgical expert evaluations when all evaluators use identical assessment tools for appraising the same deidentified videos of laparoscopic and robotic skills. The Figure combines data from 3 different studies into a single plot, covering 115 unique surgical task performances evaluated by crowds and experts.

To test this method in animate surgery, Holst et al observed similar correlations with surgeons doing live robotic pig intestine closures. Previously, the Michigan Urologic Surgery Improvement Collaborative established that crowdsourcing skills assessment of robotic prostatectomies performed by 12 clinicians in the urologic community could adequately correlate with a panel of expert peer reviewers. Both crowds and surgeon reviewers identified the same bottom 5 surgeons ranked in order of their technical skill; this finding is relevant to a collaborative of surgeons looking to identify surgeons who may benefit from coaching.

What Are the Barriers to Implementing This Innovation More Broadly?

Crowdsourcing to assess surgical skill faces barriers to widespread adoption. First, surgeons may doubt that nonmedically trained groups can accurately grade their skills. To overcome this barrier, evidence from multiple respected organizations testing this method will be required. In a culture of rapid feedback, waiting weeks to receive peer-reviewed appraisals may not satisfy a tenet of feedback, which is that it be immediate or near-immediate. Surgeons will be able to receive feedback from crowds within hours to a day, thus benefitting the next patient on whom the surgeon is operating.
A second barrier is capturing the performances for review. Proliferating technologies address this: new operating rooms have integrated video capture capabilities and wearable technology (ie, Google Glass or video cameras in head-mounted lights). Furthermore, increasingly used minimally invasive surgical approaches make video capture routine. While striking the balance between patient privacy and skill transparency is crucial, as health care costs become more shared by individuals and employers, objective data on surgeons may be demanded.

The third barrier is reconciling the role technical skill has on outcomes relative to other influencers such as surgical selection and judgment, adherence to best practices, systems errors, and patient education. All are necessary but not individually sufficient.

The fourth and most challenging barrier will be changing the culture among surgeons to be receptive to feedback. In residency, we are familiar with frequent assessments but in practice, our technical skills are rarely evaluated. If assessment is used primarily as a punitive process or mandated by payers, adoption will be slow or nonexistent. We submit that when such tools are driven by surgical initiatives and not payer directives, physicians welcome information on how to improve. There are avenues for continuing medical education, which address the choice of clinicians to enhance their practice, and surgical skills feedback could become an additional continuing medical education opportunity.

In What Time Frame Will This Innovation Likely Be Applied Routinely?
Crowdsourcing to assess surgical skill is currently being applied in practice, and as researchers continue validation, more evidence will emerge of its efficacy in improving clinical outcomes. Key opinion leaders within surgical societies espousing its value will help drive adoption. Other means of adoption will be through implementation in residency training programs. As the results are realized, graduate medical education bodies and surgical boards may choose to adopt similar assessment methods for proficiency benchmarking, advancement, and maintenance of certification.

Conclusions
We believe surgeons are inherently driven to improve their technical skills to advance patient outcomes. Instead of waiting for directives from the medical administrative apparatus, we have an opportunity to change the paradigm of technical skills assessment so that all surgeons may benefit from rapid, accurate, objective, and meaningful feedback. Listening to surgeons about this value and the feedback delivery mechanisms will be required to ensure that surgeons do not feel threatened by punitive action or a lack of discretionary control that could impact the surgeons’ practices.
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